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WorksZone Multi-Platform - Introduction

Introduction

WorksZone Multi-Platform
Fixed or height adjustable multi-functional collaborative tables for flexible 
learning and meeting spaces.

The WorksZone Multi-Platform Table changes the way we collaborate. 

WorksZone Multi-Platform Table sets the pace in the market for a flexible and versatile sit/stand 
collaboration table. Fully mobile, the WorksZone Multi-Platform Table can be used in conjunction with wall 
hung screens, or with the adaptable WorksZone screen support.

The WorksZone Multi-Platform acts as a technology hub, the inbuilt TechWell accepts most major 
manufactures of cable retractor systems, in addition, the fixed centralised connectivity module can also be 
made custom to user requirements. WorksZone Tables redefine they way we can collaborate, communicate 
and share ideas.

Application

>> Ideal for collaborative and TEAL (Teaching Enhanced Active Learning) methodologies in adaptive     
      learning spaces

>> Breakout areas/corridors designed to encourage group activity

>> Video-conferencing in corporate environments

>> Meeting and boardroom tables
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WorksZone Multi-Platform Table

WorksZone Multi-Platform Table

WorksZone Multi-Platform Table
Fixed or height adjustable collaboration table able to hold vast amounts of technology.

The WorksZone Multi-Platform collaboration table offers a completely flexible way of collaborating. With 
options to have the table fixed or height adjustable and a screen support that can be positioned both at the 
end and at the side of the table, the WorksZone Multi-Platform allows meetings to be tailored around you.

Sharing of ideas can flow easily with the WorksZone’s ability to house the latest connectivity solutions from 
the biggest manufactures in its TechWell. The TechWell is a technology hub that allows for neat cable 
management in addition to vast storage space. Encourage sit down or stand up meetings with the optional 
electronic height adjustment feature that is integrated within the table.

With a range of worktop lengths and colours, the WorksZone Multi-Platform can be used in a variety of 
ways to suit any application.

Side mounted screen support Plan view

Optional electronic height adjustment
Image shows WorksZone MP with optional screen support
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WorksZone Multi-Platform Compact

WorksZone Multi-Platform Compact

WorksZone Multi-Platform Compact
Fixed or height adjustable collaboration table for smaller groups.

For smaller seminar/working groups.

For rooms whereby space is of a premium, the WorksZone Multi-Platform Compact allows you to 
collaborate in different ways. Huddle around with a side mounted monitor or collaborate in a small cluster 
with the monitor mounted on the end - the choice is yours.

The optional electronic height adjustment that is embedded in the WorksZone Multi-Platform compact 
enables groups to sit and collaborate one minute and have a quick stand up meeting the next. With a range 
of lengths, colours and finishes, the WorksZone Multi-Platform Compact can be used in a variety of ways to 
suit any application.

Plan view

Optional electronic height adjustment

Side mounted screen support

Image shows WorksZone MP with optional screen support
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WorksZone Multi-Platform - Table Lengths

WorksZone MP Table Lengths

WorksZone Multi-Platform
Table length options.

WorksZone Multi-Platform 
2000mm

WorksZone Multi-Platform 
Compact 1800mm

WorksZone Multi-Platform 
Compact 1600mm

WorksZone Multi-Platform 
2400mm

WorksZone Multi-Platform 
3000mm

x6x5x3 x8 x10
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WorksZone Multi-Platform - Technology 

WorksZone MP Technology

Breakdown of WorksZone Multi-Platform Table

Accommodating the latest technology.

The TechWell holds the latest technology: from collaboration systems to power modules. In addition to a 
19” rack that is featured on the WorksZone Multi-Platform Table option.

Breakdown of WorksZone Multi-Platform Compact

Fully loaded

Fully loaded

Worktop off
-Standard doorway/lift accessible

-Fixed CCM (no removal of cabling)

Worktop off
-Standard doorway/lift accessible

-Fixed CCM (no removal of cabling)

WorksZone Multi-Platform
Intelligent design. Intelligent solution.

Central connectivity module (CCM).

The CCM is designed with user in mind. Set at the heart of the table and loaded with the latest technology, 
the CCM is well within reach of all users, limiting trailing cables. 

Made custom to user preference the CCM stays fixed to the TechWell even if the tabletop is removed, 
therefore improving integration and maintenance, in addition to the manoeuvrability of the table through 
doorways.

WorksZone MP Compact WorksZone MP Table
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WorksZone Multi-Platform - Business

WorksZone MP in Business

Business WorksZone
WorksZone in Business.

The stunning aesthetics and intricate design allows the WorksZone Multi-Platform Collaboration Table 
to fit seamlessly into any corporate environment. Fully mobile, the WorksZone Multi-Platform Table can 
be deployed around an office space as a collaborative working hub one moment, to a video-conferencing 
platform the next

Enable meetings to flow using the latest wireless and wired collaboration systems; designed to fit into the 
TechWell of the WorksZone Table. Access the optional inputs and power modules with ease through the 
use of the centralised connectivity module and the ergonomically designed worktop which allows for equal 
spacing.

Application in business:

>> Corporate meeting rooms

>> Boardrooms

>> Breakout and group working areas

>> Sit/stand work stations with equal spacing

>> Video-conferancing solution
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WorksZone Multi-Platform - Education

WorksZone MP in Education

Education WorksZone
WorksZone in Education.

The WorksZone Multi-Platform enables you to collaborate and work the way you want. Completely 
mobile, with ergonomically designed worktops that offer equal spacing to all users and with an optional 
multi-positioning screen support,  the WorksZone is designed to suit any classroom or seminar room 
environment.

Inspire creative thinking and group activity with the latest cable retractor systems from leading 
manufactures and switch seamlessly between devises. The combination of the multiple WorksZone Tables 
and the latest collaboration systems enable the creation of teaching enhanced learning spaces.

Application in Education

>> Teaching enhanced active learning (TEAL) methodologies in adaptive learning spaces

>> Breakout rooms and corridors

>> Library study spaces

>> Classroom and seminar rooms
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